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FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS $30+

Please place orders prior to Thursday June 29th to ensure shipment in advance of the holiday. Click here for more info.


Pet Naturals will be closed Monday 12/25 through Monday 1/1 for our holiday shutdown. Orders placed during this time will be shipped after we reopen for business on Tuesday, 1/2.

Woof, we're busy! Due to a record number of orders, we're temporarily pawsing the ability to place new orders on PetNaturals.com. We're working like dogs to get all of the orders that have been placed out the door as quickly as we can. We'll start accepting new orders again soon. You can still purchase products from many of our retail partners. See more details here.
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        Calming® - 30ct    

    




            SKU
        0700781.030






            UPC
        026664003515






  
    


  

  
    


  






  


    


        Nobody’s happy when your pup is feeling anxious or stressed but Calming® chews can help them relax. These delish chicken liver-flavored chews feature three effective ingredients, including Colostrum Calming Complex® and L-theanine to support calm behavior in dogs. If your pup is feeling extra stressed, it's OK to give them another chew (or two!) to help them calm down. Calming® chews can be given to your dog daily or simply as needed.
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Packaging may vary.
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Calming® is great for:

	Traveling
	Vet or grooming visits
	Thunderstorms
	Fireworks
	Separation anxiety 














            
        Healthful Ingredients
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Thiamine

(Vitamin B1)

B vitamin that supports mood, memory and cellular metabolism.


[image: L-Theanine]

L-Theanine

Calming amino acid that stimulates production of dopamine and serotonin to support relaxation.
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Colostrum Calming Complex® Biopeptide Blend

Proprietary ingredient consisting of bioactive proteins that promote calm behavior and stress relief.






learn more about our ingredients











            
        Ingredients
Products Facts: 
Active Ingredients Per 1 Chew (1.5g):
Thiamine (Vitamin B1)                                  65 mg
Colostrum Calming Complex® Biopeptide Blend             9 mg
L-Theanine                                            8.5 mg
 
Inactive Ingredients: brewers yeast, calcium sulfate, canola oil,  
citric acid, glycerin, hydrolysed chicken liver flavor, maltodextrin, mixed tocopherols, propionic acid, rosemary 
extract, silicon dioxide, sodium alginate, soy lecithin, vegetable oil.  
 

Directions for Use
 Up to 25 lbs: 1/2 chew.
25 - 50 lbs: 1 chew daily.
51 - 100 lbs: 2 chews daily.
Over 100 lbs: 3 chews daily.
Product can be given daily or on an as-needed basis. It is safe to double or triple the dose in times of increased stress.
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                                            BusyButter® - 6 Pack
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    Reviews
    Questions





Reviews represent the opinions of the authors and have not been modified in any way. They have not been reviewed by the FDA and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. We reserve the right to remove any review that claims or implies a product can diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease or makes similar unapproved disease claims.
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